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Laser plasma formation in metals vapour: kinetic approach
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ABSTRACT
The break-down of metals vapour (Al, Cu) are simulated 

near the break-down threshold values of laser radiation. The 
approximations of collision-radiation model are used, including 
the detail kinetics of exited states with radiation and collision 
transitions, step-by-step ionisation process, unexitation and 
recombination. Energy balance is based on two-temperature 
approximation : for electrons and for heavy particles. It is 
shown that the particles concentration in exited states and 
plasma species composition differ rather from Saha-Boltzmann's 
distribution. Strong dependence of the break-down threshold 
intensity on initial temperature of neutral and charged particles 
is shown.

1. Basis of Physical and Mathematical Model

It is assumed that the metal vapours passing through the 
Knudsen's layer are initially in the equilibrium state, i.e. 
initial concentration of atoms and ions in the ground and in the 
excited states are determined by the Saha-Boltzmann's equations.

The main elementary processes taken into account by the 
collisional-radiational model are as follows :

. Spontaneous radiative decay of excited states

A1 n ---- > A1 m + h«
where aIBn [s_1] is the rate constant for radiation transition 
from n-state to m-state hw - released quantum.

. Excitation and un excitation of atoms and ions by 
electron collision

в n f n вA1 n + e <------ ► A1 n + e
where klnn [cm3.s_1] is electron-particle reaction rate constant 
for z-charged particle excitation from state m to state n; kxnB - 
unexcitation rate constant for the n - th level.
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. Ionization of the ground and excited states of atoms 
and ions by electron impact

«‘nA1 n + e ---- - A1 0 *1 + e + e
where a*n [cm3.s-1 ] is electron-particle reaction rate constant 
for the n-th level ionization of z-charged particle.

. Reaction reversible to the collision ionization : three 
particles recombination (the third particle is an electron)

A * * 1 + e + e ---- > A1 „ + eо n
where (5* n [cm6 .S' 1 ] is reaction rate constant.

For example, we have listed in table 1 the various energy 
levels take into account in the model for aluminium species.[1]
Table 1 : Energy levels of A1 neutral atom Al*, Al2 * ions used in 

the model.
N° Al All+ Al2+

1 ls22s22p63s23p (2P°) ls 22s72p63s2 CS) ls 22s22p63s (25)
2 4 s (2S) 3s3p (1,3po) 3 p {2P°)
3 3 d (2D) 3s4.s C*S) 3d (2P°)
4 4 P (2po) 3s3d n As (25)
5 5s (2S) 3s4p ( l , 3 p o ) 4 p (2 P°)
6 4 d (2D) 3s4d C*D) 4 d (2D)
7 bp (2 П 3s 6 4 / i2D)
8 4 / (2П 3s7 55 i2S)
9 6s, p (2S 2 P°) 3s8 5 P (2P°)

10 5 d ( 2D°) 5 / CF)
11 6/ (2n 2p67
12 6d, f (2D 2 F°) 2p68
13 3s2l  —  3s210 2p69

On this basis, the distribution of ions and 
level-to-level kinetics of neutral atoms and ions is calculated 
by a system of nnon linear differential equations [2].

2. Results and Discussion
The values of laser intensity used in the simulation 

correspond the near break-down threshold values (>.=1.06 iun, 
G=106 + 109 W/cm2 for Al, G=106 + 10l0 W/cm2 for Cu). The initial 
values of vapour temperature T° and density INZ n are equal for 
both metals and correspond to the Knudsen's layer values during 
intensive evaporation : T°=0.2 eV, EN1n =6.1018 cm-3,
Two typical regimes are considered :

. Laser intensity is below the threshold values of 
avalanche-like ionization (G<109W/cm2 for Al, G<2.10® W/cm2 for 
Cu);

. Optical break-down development when a partially ionized 
gas transforms into a fully ionized plasma.
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The transition between both situations is illustrated in Fig.l.
Breakdown time for A1 t , s Breakdown time for Cu r, s

1 4- T° = 0.2 eV 
T° = 0.3 eV 

3 + T° = 0.4 eV

(b)

12.0
Intensity, G, 109 W /cm2

Figure 1 : The dependence of breakdown period for A1 (a ) and Cu 
(b) versus laser radiation intensity G for different values of 
initial temperature T°.
The dynamics of the process is illustrated in Figures 2-7.

If intensity of the laser radiation is below the 
threshold value (as illustrated in Figures 2-5) metal vapour 
passes from the initial equilibrium state through the transient 
stage of nonequilibrium processes to another equilibrium steady 
state, which differs rather from Saha-Boltzmann's distribution. 
The quantitative estimates of new distribution do not coincide 
with the Saha-Boltzmann ones because of a powerful spontaneous 
radiation. Thereby the Saha-Boltzmann description turns out to be 
inadequate to describe optical characteristics of the laser 
flame.

For laser intensity larger than the threshold value. 
Figure 6 and 7 related to A1 and Cu vapours respectively show 
that the optical break down is essentially a non equilibrium 
transition phenomenon from a partially ionized vapour to a 
completely ionized plasma. The characteristic time of the 
transition varies with the composition of the vapour.

3. CONCLUSION
This model described the time dependence of concentration 

and temperature of electron and heavy particles during the 
interaction of laser radiation with metallic vapour. It is shown 
that : The transitions are essentially non equilibrium
processes

The optical breakdown threshold depends strongly on 
vapour composition
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F igure 2: Concentration of charged 
particles (Ne ~  N*) in A1 vapour
(G = 107 W /cm2). Dashed curves: equi
librium concentration of charged parti
cles (based on Saha equations) for Te, Tg 
temperatures.

Figure 3: Temperature of electrons 
Te and heavy particles (atoms, ions) in 
A1 vapour (G = 107 W/cm2).
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F igu re 4: Concentration of charged 
particles (Ne ~  Ya,z Nf in Cu vapour 
(G =  108 W /cm 2). Dashed curves: equi
librium concentration of charged parti
cles (based on Saha equations) for Te, Tg 
temperatures.

F igure 5: Temperature of electrons 
Tc and heavy particles (atoms, ions) in 
Cu vapour (G — 108 W /cm2).
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F igure 6: Optical break-down of A1 vapour (G = 108 W /cm2, initial density of
vapour 6 -108 cm-3, initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV): concentration of charged particles 
(Ne ~  Zi.,2 A2?), temperatures of electrons Te and ions Tq. Dashed curves: equilibrium 
concentrations of charged particles (based on Saha equations) for Te. Tg temperatures.
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F igure 7: Optical break-down of Cu vapour (G = 5 ■ 109 W /cm2, initial density of 
vapour 6-1018 cm-3, initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV): concentration of charged particles 
(Ne ~  A2/ ), temperatures of electrons Tc and ions Tg. Dashed curves: equilibrium
concentrations of charged particles (based on Saha equations)for Te, Tg temperatures.


